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ABSTRACT 

In the realm of Big Data where humungous measures of information are handled, changed, and put away, it's 

all the more vital to secure your information. The Basic rationale of composing this exploration paper is to 

make sense of the different looks into in the Big Data information security and Privacy, and we concentrate on 

contrasting the present conventions for Authentication and discover which is best to secure the information in 

group under hadoop system .Further examining in view of different encryption gauges that are taken after for 

encoding static and dynamic information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big Data is defined as data beyond to the storage capacity and processing.Big data is the term for the collection 

of Data sets so large and complex that it becomes difficult to process using on hand Data base System tools or 

traditional data processing applications. 

According to EMC/IDC definition of Big Data[2]it portrays another era of advances and Architecture, intended 

to financially separate esteems from expansive volume of a wide assortment of information by empowering 

high-speed catch, revelation or investigation. 

O’ Reilly Radar Definition[2] Enormous Data is the point at which the information itself turns out to be a piece 

of the issue. 

Security is the claim of people, gatherings, or foundations to decide for themselves when, how, and to what 

degree data about them is conveyed to others.[1] 

 

1.1.Sources of Big Data 

A.Internal sources 

These are the source that fundamentally gives organized or composed information that starts from big business 

and runs organizations. Interior information is utilized to help every day operations of an association 

e.g.Customer relationship management (CRM), Customer data and sales data etc. 

B.External Sources 

It gives unstructured or chaotic information that begins from outer condition of an association for example 

Business accomplices and Internet and government sources. Outside information sources are frequently 

investigate to comprehend the contenders, showcase condition and innovation. 
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1.2 Characteristics of Big Data  

A.Volume 

It is defined as amount of data being created. Volume is increasing exponentially as sources of data have 

increased significantly.(Terabytes -> Zeta bytes) 

B.Velocity 

Rate at which data is coming and today lots of data generates in super quick time. It is not only how quickly data 

is pouring it is also how quick it is need to be processed. Speed of processing should be faster than the arrival of 

new data. (Batch -> Streaming Data) 

C.Variety 

Today data can be come in many types of format and on the basis of it can be classified as (Structured, Semi- 

Structured & Un-Structured).  

1) Structured 

Set of information with characterized rehashing design .It initially relies on making an information display. 

Information model of kind of business information that will be recorded and how they will be put away, 

prepared and excessed, such an example makes it less demanding for any program to sort, read or process the 

information.[10] It includes RDBMS, Flat files in record format, multi-dimensional DBS. 

2)Semi-Structured 

Set of data that does not have a proper predefined format associated with it.[10] Some of the sources of data are 

emails, XML,CSV and TSV files etc. 

3)Un-Structured 

Data refers to information without predefined pattern. Unstructured information is fundamentally message 

overwhelming yet May contains date, numbers and also this information has anomalies which makes it hard to 

comprehend customary PC programs as contrast with structure information. [10] Some sources of unstructured 

data are logs, Images, audio and video files etc.  

 

II. BIG DATASECURITY AND GOVERNANCE 

As we are talking about big data Privacy and Security to handle big data we use HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File 

System) which is built on the top of Operating System. HDFS is especially designed file system for storing huge 

data set with cluster of commodity hardware with streaming access pattern i.e. files are “write once , read 

multiple times”. Nearly half of Security incidents in 2015 were the result of unauthorized data access. 

  

2.1 There are Four Pillars of Security 

A.Perimeter (Authentication) 

The first level of security is authentication. Many Features are provided for the enforcement of security like 

Strong passwords, date validity for a login, ability to block a login and many more for the user convenience. 

B.Access (Authorization) 
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It is the second level of Security. It is achieved by giving the access (read, write, execute permissions) to the 

user which are managed under the groups. 

 

C.Visibility (Auditing) 

Reporting on where data came from and how it put together. 

 

D.Data Security (Encryption) 

The third level of Security is the Encryption. Several methods of encryption are being used for the Data security 

Like Symmetric Keys/Certificates and Transparent Data Encryption 

 

Fig 1: Showing Security in HDP 

 

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT SECURITY PROTOCOLS 

Perimeters/Prot

ocol 

NIS LDAP TELNET SSL/TLS Kerberos 

1. Introduction NIS is designed for 

centrally 

Administration and 

distributing the 

information 

throughout 

networks like login 

names/passwords/h

ome directories. 

LDAP is used 

for accessing and 

maintenance of 

directory 

information 

(Domain name 

and records of 

user) which is 

distributed over 

internet protocol 

Telnet is used 

for login to 

devices 

remotely. 

SSL /TLS are 

socket oriented 

protocol that 

encrypts the 

socket of sender 

or receiver but 

not data, So any 

Application can 

be Protected. 

Kerberos is a 

third party 

authentication 

and identity 

propagation 

Protocol for both 

user and 

Services. 

2. Authentication 

System 

NIS (Network 

Information 

System) transmits 

sensitive data 

decoded over the 

To ensure the 

client talking to 

the right LDAP 

server. It uses 

Certificate files 

Unencrypted 

communication 

including your 

credentials and 

data they can 

It uses Public 

and Private key 

(PKI) for flexible 

encryption 

Scheme. It Uses 

The Client is 

Authenticated by 

the Kerberos 

Authentication 

Server and 
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System; it is 

imperative the 

administration be 

keeping running 

behind a firewall 

and on a divided 

and secure system. 

store under 

configuration 

file. 

 

easily be 

sniffed. 

asymmetric 

cryptography for 

key exchange 

and thereafter 

symmetric 

cryptography for 

channel 

encryption. 

issued a TICKET 

which is 

encrypted to 

access the files 

and Services. 

3. Port No Use Arbitrary Port. 

 

We need to 

encrypt the data 

so we 

communicate on 

port no 686(at 

389 port plain 

text is transfer) 

Telnet works on 

port no 23 

TLS can be 

negotiated over 

port 80 or port 

443. Whichever 

port is used, will 

be used for the 

entire handshake. 

Kerberos 

uses UDP port 

88 by default. 

4. Access control NIS provides 

access control by 

supporting 

“securenets ” 

and “TCP 

wrapper” but both 

are vulnerable 

to “IP spoofing” 

 attacks 

LDAP directory 

server is utilized 

as a part server 

that contains 

clients' part data 

and guarantees 

that only 

approved clients 

are offered 

access to specific 

information or 

assets. 

The xinetd dae

mon ensures 

that the client 

host 

information 

meets the 

access control 

rules. 

The xinetd servi

ce is controlled 

by 

the /etc/xinetd.c

onf file 

TLS/ SSL 

protocol gives 

security 

advantages to 

information amid 

transmission or 

dynamic.It 

doesn't offer any 

security 

advantages to 

information at 

rest. So suitable 

security controls 

must be added 

for data at rest. 

Kerberos 

generates 

TICKET with 

which a Time 

Stamp is 

associated and 

Tickets are 

generated using 

the symmetric 

key 

cryptography. 

5. Data Flow Data credentials 

are flowing 

through the 

network and are 

vulnerable to 

attacks. 

Data credentials 

are flowing 

through the 

network but in 

encrypted 

format. 

Data credentials 

are flowing 

through the 

network in plain 

text and can 

easily be Sniff. 

Credentials flow 

through network 

but through SSH 

tunnel. Doesn’t 

provide both 

proof of origin 

and proof of 

delivery. 

Credentials are 

not flowing 

through the 

network, but are 

stored in the 

local database of 

Kerberos. 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Li, Ning.et al.[4] Showed thatan authentication framework for the secure access only to authentic Clients and 

Services by using Kerberos and LDAP. Kerberos provide a central Authentication system that facilitates the 

easy management of the users and services without any extra burden of identity management. All the clients’ 

secret keys are stored in kerberos database. The session keys are used to encrypt the messages of client and 

Server and after completion of communication, the keys are destroyed immediately. A complex distributed 

directory structure LDAP is used here for storing various types of data. Kerberos has certain limitations as it has 

https://www.revolvy.com/topic/User%20Datagram%20Protocol&item_type=topic
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not provided any protection against password guessing attacks so its security of passwords be enhanced using 

other techniques. 

Sharif, Ather.et al.[5] discussed the layered Security model for Verizon (Service providing company) to secure 

its cloud. It has divided the Security Architecture into two domains one is Authority domain and second is Data 

center domain. All the User credentials, key management engine and policy engine to store the sticky policies 

shown in Fig 2 whereas encrypted data is stored within the data center domain. Also Twilio Infrastructure uses 

ACL joined with Amazon S3 to provide security and redundant DNS servers and iptables against DDoS. 

 

 

Fig 2:Sticky Policy Framework for Securing Big Data Applications 

 

Parmar, Raj R.et al.[6] proposed for encryption of data at rest in Hadoop proposed Encryption Zone scheme 

which is used to Encrypt and decrypt the data transparently but it has a limitation that mapreduce tasks 

performance degrades. So, more efficient method of encryption Kuber framework has been implemented using a 

variant of Salsa20 called ChaCha20. The arrangement is best if utilized alongside Kerberos and SASL for secure 

RPC correspondence and encoding information in movement. This mix gives the Three-Dimensional Security in 

Hadoop condition. Its advantage is It ought to be noticed that the Kuber structure is not particular to a specific 

encryption calculation. It gives engineers an adaptability to utilize whatever other encryption calculation they 

are alright with.  

Fugkeaw, S.&Sato, Hiroyuki. [7] Focused on broadening access control framework called a Collaborative 

Cipher Policy Attribute Role-based Encryption (C-CP-ARBE) to give fine-grained get to control to huge 
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information outsourced in the cloud. It works on the security principal of Integrating role based access control 

RBAC into the CP-ABE Model, users and attributes are thus flexibly managed for newly joined users, they can 

access any encrypted files as long as they have access and provide forward and backward Security measures 

using encryption keys. And The encrypted UDK, and encrypted secret seal (ESS) which are encrypted by the 

user’s Public key and are stored in the cloud graph structure, user decryption key graph (UDKG) to structurally 

store encrypted UDK (EDK) and encrypted secret seal ( ESS) which are mapped to the individual user. They 

concluded that the time taken by their original CCP-ARBE and the improved C-CP-ARBE for encryption and 

decryption and show that the extended C-CP-ARBE takes less time than the original C-CPARBE. 

Li, Peng.&Guo, Song. [8] Proposed an information arrangement calculation to accomplish Load balancing, 

subsequently enhancing by and large framework accessibility and responsiveness. Oblivious RAM is used to 

hide user access pattern. Circuit ORAM, a new tree based ORAM scheme, achieve optimal circuit tree both in 

theory and in practice for realistic choices of block sizes. Utilize Heuristic Algorithm to store and adjusting data 

blocks in Static/Dynamic arrangements. ORAM occasionally reshuffling information squares put away in an 

untrusted server and client where frequent write operations occur after every read operation which maintains the 

security of data. Here, they tried to improve the rate of access per server evenly distributed. 

Zheng, K., & Jiang, W. [9] present a solitary sign-on convention which joins the convention engineering of 

Kerberos with the usefulness of SAML. Validation is given utilizing SAML assertions. SAML trust supposition 

guarantees that correspondence channels must be secured with transport layer conventions (SSL/TSL). Rather 

than sending the ticket it sends URI in the encoded frame. URI is the one of a kind area where the ticket lives In 

the identity supplier's side. In the paper they concluded that Usage of bidirectional confirmation and solid 

convention Architecture and security verifier instruments Casper and Scyther to check the convention against 

several assaults. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Today it's the essential need to secure our data very still and in correspondence, and by taking a gander at the 

diverse Authentication Protocols in our paper we contemplated that Kerberos is the best and fundamental 

convention for the Clients, Server and Services security. We will attempt to secure kerberos tickets utilizing JCE 

(Java Cryptographic Extensions). Further, Access administration is likewise fundamental and to secure our 

hadoop bunch we will utilize officer a pluggable security structure. It Allows client to characterize arrangements 

in a brought together area, utilizing web UI or API's and give information review. 
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